AS2410 - Portable Incident Recorder
Compact Portable Unit

Mains or Battery Powered

All features Icon driven

Description
The AS2410 Portable Incident Recorder is a compact units which can be quickly and easily deployed to provide communications and storage of
audio to a selection of different circuit types. The audio is recorded in an IP format and stored digitally for excellent reproduction of the audio files. The
audio clips are held in a database on the PC which allows all files to be listed in date order with start and stop times and also other relevant negotiator
data being appended to them. When a recording is in progress the audio can be spooled to a Live Listen group locally through wired headsets, speakers
or even secure Bluetooth headsets. In addition to the local listen, remote parties can also be introduced into a listen only facility. This remote Live Listen
can be via Airwaves, GSM or PSTN.
Features Negotiator Interface - Front panel connection for Talk & Listen
- PTT switch for Radio or Airwaves Control
- Intermediary Control Switch
- 12” Screen for setting all modes & viewing recordings
- Listen back facility through local headset or speakers
- Full QWERTY keyboard for text input and audio labelling
Communications Ports to Perp - GSM (Standard Mobile Interface for Text & Speech)
- PSTN (2W BT Line)
- 2Way Radio
Live Listen - 4x Wired Headset Outputs
- 2x Integrated Bluetooth Ports
- 1x Aux Line level audio output (with 12Vdc)
Future Enhancements - Duplicate record to Memory Stick
- Playback to remote devices from recorder
Dimensions - 300 x 250 x 100mm
- 5.8Kg
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